
DC Cable cost

Cost of cable failures vs. construction cost

Cable costs during the project life

Fig. 3: DC cable costs vs the total CAPEX costs

Fig. 1: Jurchen JuCon High Quality DC cable Fig. 2: Low Quality DC cable with burnt connectors

Fig. 4: Cost of cable failures over 30 years at a 10MWp solar 
power plant. Low cables quality: ~2.7M €*,  High quality cables: 
~1.9 €**. Further details in Table 1

Table 1: Cost of cable failures over 30 years at 10MWp solar power plant. 
The return of investment of high quality cable can be achieved within the 
first year with significant saving after 30 years.

~2% of the CAPEX costs for a solar plant are related to DC cables 
(Fig. 3). However, according to an EU-funded Solar Bankability Project 
(https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649997/results), malfunctioning 
cables can account for up to ~20% of the project cost over the 
project life .

The return of investment of high quality cables is within one year 
as shown in Table 1, due to much lower failures of high quality cables 
leading to significantly less loss of revenue.
Jurchen Technology has a reputation for high-quality DC cables with 
over 4.6 GW of cables delivered globally over the last 10 years without 
any warranty claims. Jurchen follow’s a vigorous quality check and is the 
only TUV certified 1,500 volt DC cable that meets all required quality & 
testing standards (https://www.jurchen-technology.com/products/dc-
cabling/jucon/).

The cost of a 10MWp fixed-tilt system is about 10 million EUR, out of 
which the cable costs are ~200K EUR, around ~2% of the project cost. 
However, DC cables are the most common cause of technical faults (Fig 
7) that lead to PV plant downtime. Cables-related downtime results in a 
loss of 8.34EUR /kWp/year*. This is translated to 83,400 €/year. Including 
the acquisition costs, a 10MWp plant results in ~2.7M € after 30 years.

~2% DC Cabling

~98% Modules, 
substructure, inverters, 
installation etc.
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DC Cable Quality Matters!

Year Low quality 
cables* 

Jurchen JuCon 
cables**

Acquisition costs 200,000 € 220,000 €

1st Year downtime costs 83,400 € 56,700 €

Total after 1st year 283,400 € 276,700 €

2nd Year downtime costs 83,400 € 56,700 €

3rd Year downtime costs 83,400 € 56,700 €

Total after 3 years 450,200 € 390,100 €

Total after 30 years 2,702,000 € 1,921,000 €

Savings through high quality cables after 30 years: 781,000 €

. . 
.

. . 
.

. . 
.

*    All costs related to cable failures during the project life shown in Fig. 7.
**  All costs related to cable failures shown in Fig. 7 excluding costs related 

to broken/burnt connectors which are avoided by the use of high 
quality cables.



The use of low low-quality cables 
might seem an obvious way to reduce 
the upfront project CAPEX costs, 
however it will likely cause significant 
costs during the project life far beyond 
the initial saving which can be avoided 
by using high quality Jurchen cables. 

Quote from EU-funded Solar 
Bankability Project:  
“A cost-based Failure Modes and 
Effects Analysis has been developed 
in the Solar Bankability project 
with an aim to provide a tool to 
assess the technical risks during the 
PV project operational years not 
only from a technical viewpoint 
but also from the economic impact 
perspective. In the cost-based 
FMEA methodology, a cost priority 
number (CPN) is assigned to each 
technical risk linked to PV plant 
failures; the CPNs give an indication 
of economic losses from planning 
failures, system downtime, and 
substitution/repair of components. 
The CPN method was applied to 
a database of over one million 
documented failure cases during 
installation and operational 
phase of utility scale PV plants 
and insurance claims. The top 20 
technical failures causing PV plant 
downtime obtained from this 
analysis are plotted in Figure 7.”

Loss due cable failures
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Fig. 5: JuCon supply price is 10% more expensive, however it offers 
significantly high quality which reduces the operational costs

Fig. 6: Loss due cable failures - Low quality cables:  
8.34 €/kWp/year*, high quality cables: 5.67 €/kWp/year**
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Introduction

 lower production costs. Traditionally, this quest was focused on 
 cutting  
as solar panels, inverters, and trackers. However, eBoS components 
such as connectors and cables are commonly overlooked. 

Recent research suggests it is crucial that project owners focus on 
these components and not only on those which represent the larg -
est portion of the CAPEX. The EU-funded Solar Bankability Project, 
which assigned a Cost Priority Number for economic losses caused 
by technical failures that occur in PV systems, found that wrong or 
absent cable connections and broken or burnt connectors have by far 
the biggest financial impact of the top 20 technical failures surveyed 
as shown in Figure 1 . 

The first aspect to consider is the selection of the right components 
with quality certifications. The safest way to ensure the quality of 
the components is to check their certifications. After all, one gets 
what one pays for. This not only applies to major components such 
as panels and inverters. The Solar Bankability Project shows that 
the smallest component can be relevant. The second practice to 
keep in mind is to work with associates who are committed to a 

appropriate tooling. This approach to partnerships should start at 
the conception and construction phases of the project and should 
span throughout operation and maintenance. Further important con -
siderations are presented in this white paper.

At Stäubli it is of the utmost relevance that customers understand 
the importance of choosing the quality option from the beginning of 
the project planning. In this context, it is interesting to note that com -
ponents for cabling comprise only around 1%, and connectors only 
0.03%, of the initial cost of a PV system, and price savings between 
component suppliers rarely amount to more than 30%. 

Therefore, it is appropriate to ask oneself if a saving of only 0.01% 
of the total initial cost, gained by using cheaper components, is jus -
tified when considering the additional safety risks during operation 

might bring. Figure 2  shows the importance of decisions and choic -
es throughout a PV project’s lifecycle and their impact on the LCOE.
Connectors might seem like a minor item in the total bill of materials 
for a PV plant, but the value of selecting reliable products and ex -
perienced installation partners will become apparent when prevent -
ing major issues like a potential fire from a DC arc or failures from 
cross-mated connectors.

on the yield of a PV plant, it begs the question: what is the root 
cause of these issues what 
are the root causes of con -
nector failure? Is there an 
economically feasible way to 
reduce the associated risk? 

 S ystem  design, spec ifications, 
contracts  LCOE balance

 Components  performance, 
processes, partner, track record, 
reputation, bankability, factory audit 

 Partners  quality approach, 
educated technical sta  (sub-
contractors)

 Pre-assem bled (factory)

 Insta llation norm  cross-
connection, tools, crimping

 Assembly instructions

 Cable-management

 Construction supervision
(coordination)

 Monitoring

 (Preventive) Inspect ion visual/ thermal

 Laboratory Test ing

 Local support/ expertise

 S pare part management

Impac t on LC OE  + /
Operation

C onstruction

C onception

Higher Energ y YieldMinimized OPE XOptimized C APEX

Figure 2  Important decisions within a PV project's lifecycle which impact LCOE
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Figure 1

Top 20 PV plant failures by cost priority number.  
Source: solarbankability.org
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Fig. 7: The 20 highest failures of a PV plant, ordered by the associated cost. (CAB=cabling, 
INV=inverter, MOD=module, TX=transformer, STRUCT=structure) Source: EU-funded Solar 
Bankability Project
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*    All costs related to cable failures during the project life shown in Fig. 7.
**  All costs related to cable failures shown in Fig. 7 excluding costs related 

to broken/burnt connectors which are avoided by the use of high 
quality cables.


